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Plants and
different ways
How
toanimals
usedevelop
this inbook
Mission: Science follows a topic and scientific
enquiry driven approach modelled on the Grades
K–6 OECS curriculum for primary science and
technology. Develop your pupils' scientific and
technological knowledge and understanding by
using the Student’s Book, and the accompanying
Workbook and Teacher’s Resources.
The Scope and sequence chart, on pages 6–7,
can be used to support your short- and long-

term planning, which will enable you to plan your
progress through the OECS curriculum and easily
identify each unit’s scientific enquiries.
Each unit in Workbook K develops and
integrates the pupils skills of enquiry within
the unit topics that deliver the unit’s learning
outcomes. There are ten units which follow the
curriculum areas for Grade K in the order in
which they appear.

Unit opener
The unit opens with one page
of key words, ideas, facts and
talking points to stimulate and
engage pupils in the unit’s
main ideas before they begin
exploring the topics contained
within the unit.

Unusual and amazing facts
help to stimulate discussion and
pupils’ enthusiasm towards the
topic being learnt.

Pupils are encouraged to discuss and share as a
class, in groups or in pairs their knowledge and
understanding of an idea or topic.

4
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Topics and lessons
Each topic leads the pupils through a series
of activities that elicit learning through doing
and exploring in a series of sections. These
sections allow you to work with your pupils
through discussing, enquiring, researching
and investigating with easily accessible
materials.
Scientific words and terminology
are highlighted in blue
throughout. Definitions can be
found in the glossary at the end
of the book.

Scientific enquiry
activities foster scientific
investigation with
particular enquiry skills,
such as predicting,
observing, recording,
planning, evaluating
and reporting.

Unit overview
Checking and testing: pupils are
encouraged to review what they have
learnt during the unit by completing
an end-of-unit test.
You can use these tests to assess
which areas pupils may need further
support in.

5
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Scope and sequence
Section

Syllabus objective(s)

Scientific enquiry

Unit 1: Structure and function
What are the
main external
parts of plants
and animals?

1 Animal parts

Name the main external parts of vertebrates

2 Animals with hard parts

Name the main external parts of invertebrates

3 How some animals keep safe

The functions of external body parts: protection and movement

4 How animals eat

The functions of external body parts: eating and senses

5 Parts of a plant

Name the main external parts of plants

6 Labelling a plant

Identify roots, stems, leaves, flowers and fruits

Making a paper plant

Unit 2: Ecosystems 1
Animals and pets 1 Animals can be pets

Plants

The senses

• Name and identify some common pets
• Identify the different foods for pets

2 Looking after pets

• Appropriate ways of treating pets
• How to maintain safety to self, others, the environment and the pet itself

3 Looking at plants

• Observe a plant and identify the main parts
• Classify plants

Field trip: plants

4 Growing seeds

• Name the process of germination
• State the conditions necessary for seed growth

Testing how well seeds
grow

5 Sense organs

Name and identify each sense organ

6 Making our senses work

• State what stimulates each sense
• Identify different sense stimuli

Unit 3: Matter and materials
Materials around
you

1 Looking at the colour and size
of objects

Identify and describe objects according to properties: colour and size

2 Looking at the shape and feel
of objects

Identify and describe objects according to properties: shape and texture

3 Objects are made from
different materials

Distinguish between objects and the materials from which they are made

4 Playing with materials

Choose materials to make an object of their choice

5 Make an object using your
chosen materials.

Make an object using the materials they choose

Making a puppet

Unit 4: The Earth’s weather
Our weather

1 Watching the weather

Observe different types of weather – sunny, rainy, cloudy and windy

2 Weather symbols

• Observe changes in weather and weather patterns over a specific period of
time
• Make a weather chart to illustrate daily weather changes

3 Changing weather

• Discuss how the different types of weather affect people’s activities

Making your own weekly
calendar

4 Solving weather problems

Design and make models of things used to solve problems relating to the
weather

Designing your own model

Unit 5: The Solar System
Light and dark

1 Day and night

Observe that day and night are different

2 Find natural sources of light

• Identify natural sources of light
• Identify sources of light made by humans

Unit 6: Ecosystems 2
Conserving our
water resources

Habitats of
animals

1 Water is important

• State two different uses of water
• Give a simple definition of drought and discuss its effect

2 We need clean water

• Discuss some ways in which water may be polluted
• Identify ways in which water may be cleaned
• Appreciate that clean water is very important to human life and participate
in its conservation

3 Finding habitats

• Identify places where animals live
• Observe homes of different types of animals

4 Drawing a habitat

Determine how each home satisfies the needs (e.g. food, shelter, protection) of
the animals that live there

5 Human and animal habitats

Compare human versus animal homes: similarities and differences

Finding some habitats

6
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Pollution and
respect for
habitats

Interactions
between plants
and animals

Section

Syllabus objective(s)

6 Helping the environment

Distinguish actions that harm habitats/the environment from those that
preserve it

7 Caring for the environment

Demonstrate how to care for habitats/the environment

8 Looking after habitats

Identify and predict actions that could harm habitats/the environment

9 Living together

Identify some ways in which plants and animals depend on each other

10 Working together

Describe how some named organisms depend on each other

Scientific enquiry

Damaged habitats

Unit 7: Forces, motion and structures
Forces

1 Using the force of pull

Demonstrate pushes and pulls

2 Using the force of push
Using forces
Structures

3 Using push and pull

Give examples of situations where force is used

4 Forces make things move

Identify forces used to create movement in given situations

5 Structures we can see

• Identify structures in our everyday lives
• Classify structures as natural, human made or animal made

6 Using structures

• State the functions of structures
• Classify structures: size and shape

Field trip: structures

7 Your own structures

Make models of structures from materials provided

Making a model of a
structure

Unit 8: Diversity and classification
Living and nonliving things

There is a
large variety of
animals

1 Living or non-living?

Classify living and non-living things

2 More living things

Name some living things

3 Non-living things

Name some non-living things

Exploring the maze

4 A field trip

Studying living things

Field trip: living things

5 Making a display

Make a display of non-living things

6 Grouping animals

Classify animals: size and body covering

7 What do they eat?

Classify animals: the food they eat

1 Looking at objects moving

• Identify a variety of moving objects in the environment
• Indicate the direction in which various objects move

2 Look at how your body moves

Demonstrate and identify body movements

3 Paper aeroplanes

Design and make paper aeroplanes

• Making a paper
aeroplane
• Testing your paper
aeroplane

4 Paper boats

Design and make paper boats

• Making a paper boat
• Testing your paper boat

5 How are sounds made?

•
•
•
•

Unit 9: Energy
Movement

Transportation

Sound

Demonstrate how sounds can be made
Identify objects or events in the environment by the sounds that they make
Identify sounds in the immediate environment
Describe sounds by using appropriate words

Unit 10: The Earth’s resources
Our environment

1 Sorting objects in the
environment

Identify and name objects found in the environment
Classify objects: composition, living and non-living

2 Other ways of sorting objects

Classify objects: shape, texture, colour

3 Is air there?

Identify situations that indicate the presence of air

Can we show that air is
really there?

4 Clean or dusty?

Identify evidence of dust in the air

Testing for dust

5 Using water

Discuss how water is used in the home

7
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Unit 1 • Structure and function
Animals and plants are different for
a reason.
KEY WORDS

animal
eye
flower
leg
plant
shell

Animals and plants look different.
Look at the pictures.
1 Point to an animal.
2 Point to a plant.
3 Draw a circle around any animal with legs.
4 Draw a circle around any animal with wings.

Fascinating fact

8
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What are the main external parts
of plants and animals?
1 Animal parts

Objective

In this section you will:
• name the main parts of an animal.

eye

ear

leg

mouth
back

nose
tail

head

1 What is this animal called?
2 Draw a line between each body part and the correct word.
Unit 1 Structure and function
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What are the main external parts of plants and animals?

2 Animals with hard parts

Objective

In this section you will:
• name some more animal parts.

eye

shell
leg

claw
1 What is this animal called?

2 Draw a line between

each body part and the
correct word.

mosquito

spider

3 How many legs does the spider have?
4 How many legs does the mosquito have?

10
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What are the main external parts of plants and animals?

23 We
clean
water
Howneed
some
animals
keep safe

Objective

In this section you will:
• find out how some body parts protect animals.

The outside of an animal’s
body can help to keep it safe.
A tough skin or a shell makes
the animal difficult to eat.
Feathers or fur keep the
animal warm.
1 Which part of the turtle’s body protects it?

Colour the part green.
2 Draw lines to link the body covering with the correct animal.
skin

shell

feather

scales

3 How does each covering protect the animal?
Unit 1 Structure and function
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Unit 1:
6: Check
Check your
your learning
learning so
so far
far
1 a	Look at the plant your teacher has given you.
b	Draw a picture of the plant. Remember to label the parts.

2 Draw an animal eating the plant.

3 Which part of the animal helps it to eat?

Circle the correct answer.

				
leg

shell

eye

mouth
nose

Unit 1 Structure and function
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